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Or, according to Lodge,1
Cupel,     ......    30 grammes.
Litharge,         .....    50       „
Borax glass,    .        .        .        .        .    20       ,,
Sand,      ......      5        „
According to the author's experience, when fluorspar is omitted the slag is pasty, and loss of lead tends to occur in pouring. The fusion is made in a clay crucible, and the resulting button of lead cupelled. The slag of the original fusion may be cleaned by adding it to the charge, when less iluxes will he required.
K. A. Smith gives the following charge for fusing magnesia cupels : — -2
Cupel (niagnesite),    .         .         .     10 to 00 grammes. Sodium carbonate,   ....    20        „
Borax,    ......    20
Litharge.         .....    •!()
Silica/    ......    J5        „
Argol,     ......      2-5     „
Assays in Field-work.- -Hough determinations of the value of gold ores by the methods described above may be made in prospecting or examining expeditions with simple apparatus, using a blacksmith's forge lire as a source of heat for fusion and cupellation. S. K. .Bradford describes3 a, portable .assay outfit which can be packed in a valise. 20 inches long. He measures the cupelled beads of gold-silver and of par tod gold by Wagoner's method (see below, p. 518). The. fusion and cupellation are carried out. as usual. See also "Assay by means of the .Blowpipe," p. -W5.
ASSAY   BY'  St'CUUFIOATlON.
As stated above, this proems is especially applicable to (a) complex •ores, (/;) very rich ores, (c) ores which are mainly valuable, for their silver contents. The losses are small and the operations are easy to conduct, and need not be varied much for different classes of ore. l^or these reasons the process is preferred to the crucible, process by some, assay ers ; if the ore is poor several assays a.- re made arid the lead buttons scorified together. The •chief disadvantage of the. process lies in the small quantity of ore Unit can he treated, so that the presence, of one- or two metallic, particles of gold may cause the result to be erroneous.
iScorification is conducted in a muHle at a much higher temperature than that) required for ctipellation. It must be high enough to melt, litharge when contaminated by silica, and oxides of copper, iron, manganese, etc,. A temperature of j,ono'! to 1,100" (k is usually enough. The charge is placed in a .srmv'/Vrr, a, shallow circular fireclay dish 2 to .'J inches in diameter, which is charged in by the ton^s shown at B, Fig. 209. The charge consists of about 50 grains of ore (or ,',, A.T.), 500 to 1,000 grains of granulated lead, and a,
,          ,    .
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